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Profile: BMW F 800 R
A motorcycle that feels at home on every road

The BMW F 800 R is a naked motorcycle that tries to do it all — not easy when you have just two
wheels and a wet weight of only 448 pounds to your name. And yet, whether you’re cruising down the
highway, navigating dense urban centers or tackling backcountry roads, the F 800 R manages the
incredible feat of always feeling right at home.

Design

The best way to describe the BMW
F 800 R is “dynamic.” The
upside-down fork, minimalist trim
paneling, stylish Akrapovič silencer
and symmetrical red pinstriping all
create a cohesive look where every
line, curve and crease seems to
point to the same direction:
forward. But despite its
undoubtedly attractive appearance,
the bike makes absolutely no
compromises in terms of
ergonomics. Thanks to the
comfortably sporty seating position,
the convenient angle of the
handlebars, and the easy-to-read
analog gauges and onboard
computer, it’s easy to ride the F
800 R for hours at a time without
feeling even an itch of discomfort,
regardless of where you go.

Performance

The BMW F 800 R delivers performance on par with what its looks would suggest. It comes with a
liquid cooled, four-stroke parallel twin engine displacing 798 cc and producing 90 horsepower at 8,000
rpm. It’s also especially torquey, giving you plenty of grunt and providing a special kind of thrill when
touring up a mountainside. The chassis’ stability inspires confidence, especially when it keeps you
firmly planted even as you encounter potholes and ruts while leaning into a corner. If you’re seeking
pure and simple riding pleasure, the F 800 R is a bike that delivers.

Safety

Some of the technologies behind the BMW F 800 R’s excellent performance are also responsible for
its safety. All BMW Motorrad models comes with standard ABS, adding reliability to the responsive
Brembo® brakes and ensuring you never feel too anxious about locking up to lean on them. Features
like Automatic Stability Control and Dynamic ESA add further options for improving performance,
comfort and safety, and with the Ride-by-Wire throttle and rain- and road-focused driving modes, the F
800 R is adaptable no matter the weather.

For a naked motorcycle, the BMW F 800 R feels anything but stripped. With a full, smooth ride and a



For a naked motorcycle, the BMW F 800 R feels anything but stripped. With a full, smooth ride and a
look that inspires second looks from passersby, the F 800 R achieves quite a bit more than the bare
minimum.
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Profile: BMW K 1600 GT
Take the long road in style with the BMW K 1600 GT

Grand touring bikes offer the ultimate riding experience when you are hitting the highway, with special
equipment for smooth running and long-range comfort. The BMW K 1600 GT combines one of the
brand’s most popular engines with a broad range of standard features, resulting in a bike that handles
the long haul with ease and looks good doing it.

The engine

The BMW K 1600 GT features
BMW Motorrad’s legendary 1,649
cc inline six-cylinder engine.
Generating a satisfying 160
horsepower and 129 lb-ft of torque,
this liquid-cooled four-stroke
engine is tuned for incredibly
smooth acceleration and power
delivery. It’s exceptionally
balanced, delivering both
excitement and efficiency: fuel
efficiency is set at 41 mpg using
the World Motorcycle Test Cycle
and tested with premium unleaded
gasoline.

Standard equipment

The BMW K 1600 GT features
standard ABS Pro, which helps
ensure safe braking even when the
bike is leaning. Dynamic Electronic Suspension Adjustment monitors road conditions and driving
style, reacting to changes by controlling the damping action. The result of this technology is a bike that
is comfortable and stable even when leaning into turns.

Available equipment

The BMW K 1600 GT is available with a wide variety of optional features aimed at enhancing your
on-road experience. The Reverse Assist system makes backing out of parking spaces a safer and
more effortless matter. Additionally, the Adaptive Headlight illuminates the road around turns at night
by using a servo motor to rotate the headlight to make up for the rider’s banking angle. These features
provide added peace of mind and confidence when riding.

A true grand touring bike would be incomplete without available luggage compartments. The K 1600
GT is offered with an optional topcase, tank bag and touring cases, each matching the K 1600 GT’s
sporty design and high standard of quality.

The BMW K 1600 GT brings together BMW Motorrad’s strongest qualities: its engine design, its
advanced systems and its desirable features. The result is a bike perfect for adventure and ready for
the road.
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BMW, Tom Cruise Make an Electrifying Combo
The actor’s rip-roaring BMW stunts deliver thrills in new “Mission:
Impossible” movie 

The “Mission: Impossible” movie franchise starring Tom Cruise contains plenty of eye-popping stunts
that feature BMW vehicles and the latest installment is no exception. Thanks to some assistance from
BMW, “Mission: Impossible — Fallout” is stuffed with white-knuckle scenes starring vehicles like a
modified R nineT Scrambler
motorcycle, the classic 1986 E28 5
Series and the new F90 M5.

“The support we’ve had from BMW
was absolutely amazing,” said
director Christopher McQuarrie.
“The help that they gave us has
been really incredible.”

Even at age 56, Cruise still does
many of his own stunts and BMW’s
help allowed him to pull off several
gripping sequences throughout the
movie. “They knew what we were
trying to accomplish and they
wanted to be a part of it, and I’m
very grateful to them,” Cruise said.

In one scene, Cruise drives the
modified R nineT Scrambler bike
through Paris against traffic at 100 mph, eventually smashing it into a car and flying through the air
(yet somehow surviving). To give Cruise more stunt freedom, the movie’s vehicle supervisors amped
up the bike’s power, gave it stickier tires and turned off some of the electronic safety equipment. “I
love the motorcycle things — the guys do an amazing job with these bikes,” said Cruise.

Cruise had the opportunity to drive the classic E28 M Series as part of that same chase sequence,
and he got behind the wheel of the new M5 as well. “Tom tortured the M5,” said Wade Eastwood,
second unit director and stunt coordinator. “We jumped curbs in it, we drifted it … it was
indestructible.”

McQuarrie found the stunt scenes exhilarating. “Speeding through Paris at 100 mph with Tom Cruise
at the wheel is pretty spectacular,” he said.

Not all of the movie’s BMW stunts involved Cruise. In one scene, the series’ computer whiz character
played by Simon Pegg remotely controls the new M5.

Overall, the nonstop BMW action in “Mission: Impossible — Fallout” reaches new heights and raises
an important question for Cruise and his production partners: How can they possibly top it next time?
The answer is likely to be a thrilling one.
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BMW S 1000 RR Beats Brand Record for Fastest
Motorcycle
Racing team breaks record for fastest BMW motorcycle ever

When you think of motorcycles breaking speed records, your mind likely gravitates to images of bikes
rocketing across the Bonneville Salt Flats in Wendover, Utah. The Hunter Sills Racing team went a bit
outside the norm, setting the new official speed record ever recorded by a BMW motorcycle at a salt
flat in Uyuni, Boliva. 

The official speed record was set
by none other than Erin Sills,
whose late husband, Andy Hunter,
piloted a BMW S 1000 RR to a
record 221 mph in 2013 at the
Bonneville Salt Flats. The new
record for a
1,000-cubic-centimenter naturally
aspirated four-cylinder partially
streamlined motorcycle will stand at
229 mph, pending ratification by the
Federation Internationale de
Motocyclisme. Sills unofficially hit a
top speed of 242 mph on her BMW
S 1000 RR.

The Hunter Sills Racing  team
overcame a great deal of strife to
achieve the record. Namely, a
delay in shipping left the team with just two and a half days to achieve the record as opposed to the
originally planned six days. On the first day of testing, the team suffered a significant electronics issue
and a blown engine, once again putting their likelihood of topping the record in jeopardy. But with the
team’s combined efforts and determination, the engine was replaced just in time for Sills to make a
qualifying run of 242 mph and two official runs at 229 mph.

The 2018 BMW S 1000 RR improves on the legacy of its predecessors by adding Dynamic Traction
Control for improved safety and superior driving dynamics. Its 1,000 cc liquid-cooled, four-stroke inline
four-cylinder engine puts out 199 horsepower at 13,500 rpm and 83 lb-ft of torque at 10,500 rpm, and
the bike weighs a total of 459 pounds fully fueled and road-ready, all of which makes the S 1000 RR a
light and powerful motorcycle perfect for performance enthusiasts.
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